Nonlinear effect of climate on plague during the third pandemic in China
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Over the years, plague has caused a large number of deaths worldwide and subsequently changed history, not the least during the period of the Black Death. Of the three plague pandemics, the third is believed to have originated in China. Using the spatial and temporal human plague records in China from 1850 to 1964, we investigated the association of human plague intensity (plague cases per year) with proxy data on climate condition (specifically an index for dryness/wetness). Our modeling analysis demonstrates that the responses of plague intensity to dry/wet conditions were different in northern and southern China. In northern China, plague intensity generally increased when wetness increased, for both the current and the previous year, except for low intensity during extremely wet conditions in the current year (reflecting a dome-shaped response to current-year dryness/wetness). In southern China, plague intensity generally decreased when wetness increased, except for high intensity during extremely wet conditions of the current year. These opposite effects are likely related to the different climates and rodent communities in the two parts of China: In northern China (arid climate), rodents are expected to respond positively to high precipitation, whereas in southern China (humid climate), high precipitation is likely to have a negative effect. Our results suggest that associations between human plague intensity and precipitation are nonlinear: positive in dry conditions, but negative in wet conditions.
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From 1954 to 1997, human plague was reported in 38 countries (1), making the case of plague a reemerging threat to human health (1–3). Historically, there have been three pandemics, which collectively resulted in the death of ≈200 million people (4). The first pandemic, named the “Justinianic Plague,” occurred in AD 541 in the Egyptian port of Pelusium on the eastern edge of the Nile Delta. It spread quickly to the Middle East, and to Mediterranean Europe, where it remained virulent for more than two centuries (5). The second pandemic, the “Black Death,” was responsible for ≈25 million deaths in Europe from 1347 to 1665 (6, 7). The third pandemic resulted in ≈2.2 million deaths (8), originating in Yunnan Province of southwest China in 1772, spreading beyond China’s borders after it reached the southeast coast. This plague spread from Yunnan Province in 1867 to Beihai on the coastline. It was then observed in Taiwan Province in 1869 and Hainan Island in 1882. In February 1894, plague spread to Guangzhou Province (Canton) and resulted in the death of ≈70,000 people (9). In the same year, plague erupted in Hong Kong and spread throughout the world via marine shipping vessels. Plague appeared in both northern and southern parts of China. In northeast China, plague killed tens of thousands of people between the years of 1910 and 1920 (see Fig. 1 for spatial and temporal distribution of human plague cases during the third pandemic in China).

In 1894, during the Hong Kong epidemic, Alexandre Yersin first isolated the bacterium Yersinia pestis, the pathogen causing plague (4, 9, 10). Plague is generally vectored by fleas (11), although Wu demonstrated airborne spread of plague, and that coughing patients might propel Y. pestis-laden droplets (9, 12). Depending on the route of infection (13), the three plague forms are as follows: (i) Bubonic plague, which is the most common form, resulting from a bite from a Y. pestis-positive flea after which the plague bacillus enters the body and travels through the lymphatic system to the nearest lymph node, (ii) Septicaemic plague, occurring when infection spreads directly through the bloodstream without evidence of a “bubo,” and (iii) Pneumonic plague, occurring as a result of inhalation of aerosolized Y. pestis-laden droplets that can be transmitted from human to human.

Plague exists in natural foci involving transmission between rodent hosts and flea vectors (11). Both reservoir and vector animals differ geographically, especially between northern and southern China. Specifically, 10 types of natural plague foci can be identified based on several criteria, such as natural geographic landscape, host species, flea species, and Y. pestis strain (8). Humans are highly susceptible to plague infection (2) and, in the natural foci, occasional human epidemics arise from bubonic plague persisting in rodent populations (14).

Plague outbreaks, both among rodents and humans, have been linked to climate variability. Stenseth et al. (15) demonstrated that plague intensity among great gerbils (Rhombomys opimus) in central Asia was highest in years with wet summers and warm springs; a 1 °C increase in spring would lead to a 50% increase in plague prevalence among gerbils. Climate-driven synchrony of dynamics of gerbil abundances across geographical areas is likely a condition for large-scale plague outbreaks (16). In North America, the rate of plague transmission between black-tailed prairie dog (Cynomys ludovicianus) colonies increases with increasing precipitation, whereas the rate of infection from unknown sources decreases in response to hot weather (17).

In New Mexico, human plague cases occurred more frequently after winter and spring periods with above-average precipitation (18). Time-lagged winter-spring precipitation was also positively associated with the frequency of human plague cases in the southwestern United States (19). Plague outbreaks have further
been linked to large-scale climate fluctuations, specifically, Pacific Decadal Oscillation and El Niño Southern Oscillation explain much of the plague variability in the western United States (20). The trophic cascade hypothesis was proposed to explain the positive effect of precipitation on human plague (18, 21). According to this hypothesis, increase of rainfall often leads to an increase of food resources and then to increased rodent and flea populations. The trophic cascade hypothesis has been tested in studies of C. ludovicianus rodent–host populations of plague in the southwestern United States; the climatic predictors of plague occurrence in the rodents are quite similar to those of human plague cases in the same area. This correspondence provides support for a (temperature-modulated) trophic cascade model for plague (22). In contrast to the studies from North America, however, in Vietnam most human plague cases have been found to occur in dry seasons (23); the risk of plague increased during dry seasons when rainfall was <10 mm (24), showing that the trophic cascade hypothesis may not be generally valid.

The relationship between human plague and climate variation is still not fully understood, and few studies cover both temperate and tropical (subtropical) zones. To shed new light on the general association between climate and plague, there is therefore a need for studies based on long-term and larger spatial scale data. Using China’s human plague data, collected over a period of >100 y, with 1.6 million confirmed infected cases, we here provide insight on the relationship between plague intensity and the level of precipitation in different parts of China. Our analysis reveals different responses of human plague to climate variations in southern and northern China, explainable through the contrasting climate in these two regions.

Results
We used generalized additive models to explore the association between climate and human plague intensity (see Fig. 1 for data coverage). A dryness/wetness (D/W) index from 120 stations across China was used as climate proxy for historical precipitation, and we quantified its effects on plague both in the current and the following year. Besides the D/W proxy, the regional model detailed below also accounts for temporal and spatial correlation and plague spread across areas by including, as predictors, plague intensity in the same area (200 × 200 km grid) and in surrounding areas in the previous year (Materials and Methods, model A).

Analyzing data from northern and southern China separately, we found that human plague intensity in northern China exhibits a dome-shaped association with dryness/wetness of the current year (F2.5 × 432.6 = 7.1; P < 0.001; Fig. 2A). Both extremely wet (D/W index = 1) and extremely dry (D/W index = 5) conditions are associated with reduced plague intensity compared with normal years (D/W index = 3). Further, plague intensity in northern China was found to be progressively lower with an increase in dryness from the preceding year (F2.6 × 432.6 = 2.7; P < 0.05;
In contrast, human plague intensity in southern China exhibits a U-shaped association with dryness/wetness of the current year, with extremely wet and extremely dry conditions being associated with increased plague intensity compared with normal years ($F_{2.9} \times 580.7 = 6.3; P < 0.001$; Fig. 2C). Plague intensity in southern China was found to be progressively higher with an increase in dryness from the preceding year ($F_{1.9} \times 580.7 = 3.0; P < 0.05$; Fig. 2D). In both northern and southern China, plague intensity in a given area is positively associated with the plague intensity in the area in the preceding year (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 C and F). In southern China, there is also a positive association with plague intensity in surrounding areas in the preceding year, whereas in northern China, this association is strongly nonlinear but generally negative (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 C and F).

Second, we analyzed data from across all of China in one statistical model (Materials and Methods, model B) to explore in more detail how effects of dryness/wetness depend on location and, thus, local climate conditions. China’s climate is characterized by extreme dryness in the north and extreme wetness in the south. The results corroborate the general finding that extreme dryness tends to inhibit plague in northern parts and favor plague in southern parts of China.

Fig. 3 shows the spatial response pattern of human plague intensity to extremely wet (D/W index = 1), normal (D/W index = 3), and extremely dry (D/W index = 5) climatic conditions of the current year (Fig. 3 A–C) and the previous year (Fig. 3 D–F). Patterns were estimated by a generalized additive model that allowed for spatially variable and nonlinear effects of climate. The results suggest considerable heterogeneities in the effects of climate within northern and southern China, and that the general effects described above are both caused by changes in plague intensity in the core areas where plague occurs and by changes in the extent of these areas.

**Discussion**

Our results demonstrate that the response of human plague to dryness/wetness index was nonlinear at a regional scale. In general, drier conditions were associated with decreased plague intensity in northern China and with increased plague intensity in southern China. Extreme wetness had, however, opposite short-term effects, leading to a dome-shaped effect of the current-year condition.

---

**Fig. 2.** Partial effects on the intensity of human plague cases of the D/W index in the current year (A) and previous year (B) in northern China and of the D/W index in the current year (C) and previous year (D) in southern China. D/W = 1, very wet; 5, very dry. Regional models for northern and southern China were fitted separately and also accounted for effects of year, location (within each region), and previous year’s plague intensity in the same and in adjacent quadrates (SI Appendix, Figs. S1 and S3).

**Fig. 3.** Predicted plague intensity of human plague cases from model B covering both northern and southern China under very wet, normal, and very dry conditions in the current year (A–C) and previous year (D–F). The color gradient represents predicted log-transformed plague intensity ranging from yellow (strong) to blue (weak). Points show the center grids of plague-infected area. Contour lines represent log-transformed predicted plague intensity equal to 0, 2, 4, and 6.
dryness/wetness index in the north and a U-shaped effect in the south. The contrasting effects found for northern and southern China suggest that the effects of precipitation on human plague intensity may differ between climatic zones.

Increased plague intensity after wet years, and reduced plague intensity during and after dry years in northern China is consistent with the trophic cascade hypothesis (18, 21). Abundant precipitation has been demonstrated to promote population growth of small rodents through increased food availability in many continents (25–27). Fluctuations in abundance of a wildlife reservoir may explain the temporal variation in human cases of a zoonosis because high abundance may lead to more contact between humans and animals, but also to outbreaks of disease within the reservoir population (28). In the semiarid grasslands of Inner Mongolia, China, preliminary studies have suggested that high rainfall facilitates increased population levels of Mongolia gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) by promoting seed production and growth of grass (29, 30). Ma et al. (31) reported that precipitation promoted vegetation growth in the grasslands of Inner Mongolia, where community biomass production has also been shown to be positively correlated to January–July precipitation (31, 32). Our results for northern China are thus explainable through vegetation-mediated effects of precipitation on rodent populations and are in line with a recent study showing that human plague cases were positively associated with wet conditions in Inner Mongolia, northern China, whereas no significant relationship was detected in Fujian Province, southeast China (33). However, in arid north China, although wet condition is good for rodents too heavy rain may kill rodents directly by flooding their burrows (rodents carrying plague pathogens only live in field). This phenomenon may help to explain the bell-shaped responses of plague intensity to precipitation in the current year in northern China.

The traditional trophic cascade hypothesis fails to explain the increased plague intensity recorded during, and after, dry years in southern China. The plague foci here are dominated by Rattus tanezumi, Apodemus chevrieri, and Eothenomys melilots (8). Rattus norvegicus may also play a significant role in plague transmission. R. tanezumi and R. norvegicus live both in human houses and in fields. Previous studies showed that a field population of R. norvegicus was significantly and negatively associated with precipitation during April to August in the Dongting Lake regions, Hunan Province, southern China (34). A population of Rattus losea inhabiting rice fields was found to be significantly and negatively associated with precipitation in Guangdong Province. also southern China (35). Heavy rain also caused high mortality of the Yangtze voles (Microtus fortis) living in close proximity to Dongting Lake’s beaches (36, 37), and its population size was found to be negatively correlated with water levels of Dongting Lake (38). Precipitation thus tends to have negative effects on rodent plague hosts in southern China.

Heavy precipitation may also inhibit population growth of fleas in the region, as shown by a study from Vietnam, adjacent to southern China, demonstrating that a flea index decreased exponentially with monthly average rainfall (24). The flea Xenopsylla cheopis on Rattus rattus increased threefold monthly during the dry seasons from 1966 to 1968 in Vietnam (39). Experimental work has shown that relative humidity significantly affects the survival of fleas (40). Climate conditions were found to influence human plague cases in Vietnam by regulating the density of the flea population and by regulating the efficiency of X. cheopis in transmitting the plague bacterium (23).

Heavy rain may also increase contact with human populations by driving the rodents into human habitats. Indeed, Madsen and Shine (41) found that rats living in soil crevices on the Adelaide River floodplains, in Australia’s wet-dry tropic region were forced to higher ground during wet season flooding. In wet south China, although wet conditions are not good for rodents in the field, heavy rain may push rodents into living houses (the rodents carrying plague pathogens move frequently between field and house), which may increase risk of plague infection to people. This behavioral response may help to explain the U-shaped response of plague intensity to precipitation in the current year in southern China.

The large-scale pattern in the effect of precipitation on plague in China coincides with the pattern in climate. For the regions with human plague occurrences, the annual precipitation is <800 mm in northern China, 800–1,400 mm in southwestern China, and ≥1,400–3,000 mm in southeastern China (Fig. 1D). The difference in precipitation between northern and southern China may explain why associations between human plague and precipitation tend to be positive in drier regions, but negative in wetter regions. It is notable that the most apparent effects consistent with this pattern are found in the case of a one-year time lag, suggesting lagged effects of precipitation on vegetation and thereby rodent populations. In comparison, the immediate effects of dryness/wetness are more complex and nonlinear; immediate effects of extreme dryness, but not of extreme wetness (compared with normal conditions), conform to the pattern above. We believe these differences are linked to droughts and floods affecting vegetation, vectors, and hosts through several mechanisms with different time lags. In the short term, several mechanisms are likely to operate at the same time, whereas in the long term, effects through vegetation and rodent population growth may dominate.

Not only climate and rodent communities differed between northern and southern China. In particular, the occurrence of the pneumonic type of plague appeared to differ between northern and southern China, implying potentially different mechanisms linking climate to plague in the different regions. Pneumonic plague is transmitted through inhalation of aerosolized infection-laden droplets from human to human and is less common but more virulent than bubonic plague. From incomplete human plague records from 1947 to 1962, 267 pneumonic cases of 4,123 plague cases were recorded, with conspicuous geographic differences in frequency (42). In the marmot foci of northern China, >70% of the 221 cases recorded were pneumonic plague, in contrast to <5% in southern China (SI Appendix, Fig. S7). Pneumonic plague is reportedly more likely observed in cold, humid environments and overcrowded living conditions (2). Based on surveillance and control of pneumonic plague in China (mainly in northern China) during the third pandemic, Wu believed that humans were more susceptible to pneumonic plague in cold and dry weather, a climate that encouraged small, shared living spaces, often resulting in living conditions that did not allow for adequate ventilation (9). In addition, relative humidity is believed to affect droplet persistence (12).

It is notable that the human plague cases are clustered in two fairly tight bands in the middle of northern China and along the coast of southern China, with no reports of human plague cases in the area between. The two clustered areas closely match the distribution areas of natural plague foci (8; also see SI Appendix, Fig. S8); there are no natural plague foci in the central region of China because of extensive land cultivation and crop plantations.

We found that human plague of the previous year showed a significant positive effect on plague intensity of the current year (SI Appendix, Figs. S1C and S5C), revealing the positive-regulation nature of infectious diseases. However, we found that surrounding spatial transmission showed an overall positive, nonlinear effect on plague intensity in southern China (SI Appendix, Fig. S3F), but an overall negative nonlinear effect in northern China (SI Appendix, Fig. S1F). The reason for this contrast is unclear but may be related to differences in outbreak and transmission patterns. In the north, plague pandemics occurred scattered, non-continuously in space, whereas in the south, plague pandemics occurred in large regions, continuously. This difference may result in the opposite associations in space.
An important finding of this study revealed by the regional models is the nonlinear association between plague levels in China and climate. This result is at least partly explainable through nonlinear dryness/wetness effects on rodent population abundance. Several studies have demonstrated reduced survival, reproduction, and/or population size of rodents when precipitation is either higher or lower than optimal (27, 43). Higher pastured rodent abundance is linked to bot fly-up-regulated before primary production up to a threshold, above which precipitation becomes detrimental (e.g., through drowning of rodents or spoiling of their food storage; ref. 27). The large-scale patterns in the effect of climate on human plague occurrences can thus generally be understood in terms of climate effects on rodents. Other factors, such as precipitation effects on rodent behavior, flea survival, human migration, and bacteria survival in droplets, complicate the effects of climate variation, especially when examining its short-term effects. Untangling the separate effects of these factors on human plague occurrences should be investigated in further studies.

Materials and Methods

Historical Plague Data. Human plague is well documented in China’s historical, medical, and chorographical records. From 1963 to 1980, with the support of the Chinese government, the locations (villages) and number of human plague cases (both number infected and deaths from) during AD 1644–1964 in China were investigated and recorded. These investigations involved the analysis of data retrieved from historical records, visits with plague survivors, and the surveying of graveyards. This investigation and analysis of data were compiled in a report (42) that indicated that in the period from 1772 to 1850, the plague was reported intermittently in Yunnan Province. After 1850, the data are sufficient for conducting modeling analysis; therefore, data from 1850 to 1964 was used for statistical analysis in this study (Fig. 1C).

For the spatial analysis, we identified the coordinates by using the high-resolution digital aerial map under Krasovsky 1940 Albers Coordinated System. We divided China into 200 × 200 km quadrates according to the highest resolution of climate data during this period (Fig. 1B and Fig. S10). We defined the plague intensity as the total number of human plague cases per quadrat per year.

Climate Proxy Data. Spatial-temporal dryness/wetness (D/W) index (a proxy of summer precipitation) data were derived from the ref. 43. The book was comprised of information from >2,200 local annals and other historical records. There are 120 stations with historical record of drought and flood. The D/W index is classified into five categories from 1 to 5, representing extremely wet (category 1) to extremely dry conditions (category 5). The scaled D/W index shows approximately (inversely) linear relationship with precipitation (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). We used the D/W index from 67 stations to evaluate the wet or dry conditions of each quadrate, selecting the nearest station for each quadrat (lowest Euclidean distance to the center of the quadrat). The residuals of model B are uncorrelated random errors of zero mean and finite variance. The d, e, f and g smooth functions were natural cubic splines with maximally 4, 3, and 3 df, respectively. Note that the term d(Pi,j−1) was included to account for serial correlation. Alternatively, one can replace d(Pi,j−1) with d(Pi−1,j) resulting in a so-called parameter-driven model (48), which is a more elegant approach but makes the model estimation more difficult because Pj−1 are unobservable. Hence, we preferred the observation-driven model incorporating the term d(Pi−1,j).

Model A. The regional models were built to investigate the effects of D/W index on plague occurrences separately in northern and southern China, respectively (also see SI Appendix). The initial model was as follows:

\[
P_j = a + b_i + \epsilon_i + \epsilon_j + \epsilon_{i,j} + d(P_{i-1,j}) + g(D/W_{i,j}) + e(P_{i-1,j})
\]

Here, \(P_j\) is the natural logarithm of the number of plague cases in quadrat \(j\) and in the year \(i\). Parameter \(a\) is the overall intercept, \(b_i\) is a smooth (natural cubic spline) function of year, \(\epsilon_i\) is the natural logarithm of the number of plague cases in the data. The spatial model for whole-China was built to estimate the spatial patterns in the effects of D/W on the (natural logarithm of the) intensity of plague occurrences:

\[
P_j = a + b_i + d(P_{i-1,j}) + e(P_{i-1,j}) + k(Lon_i, Lat_i, D/W_i)
\]

The previous descriptions of the above terms still apply but in this case, \(k(Lon_i, Lat_i, D/W_i)\) and \(\epsilon(P_{i-1,j})\) are tensor-product anisotropic smooth functions constructed as the sum whose summands are products of an unidimensional smooth function of the current year’s (for the k function) and the previous year’s (for the f function) D/W (natural cubic spline function with maximally 4 df) with a 2D smooth function of longitude and latitude (tensor product regression spline with maximally 39 df).

Model diagnostics (SI Appendix, Figs. S2 and S4) for model A for northern China and southern China did not reveal residual temporal correlations and little or no residual spatial correlations. The residuals from plague models without climate did not show positive temporal autocorrelation (SI Appendix, Fig. S11), indicating that the modeled effects of D/W were not caused by low-frequency trends in both climate and plague. The residuals of model B are approximately white (uncorrelated over space), but there are some slight temporal autocorrelations (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). As a conservative way to evaluate the out-of-sample predictive power of the models, we conducted genuine cross-validation, leaving out data for whole years at a time (SI Appendix, Table S1). Although mean leave-one-year-out cross-validatory sum of squared errors (CV) of model A could have been reduced slightly by choosing somewhat different restrictions on the df, the results give no indication of any dramatic effects of overfitting. It should be noted, however, that the effect of D/W\(_i\) for northern China did not reach statistical significance in some of the alternative formulations with different restrictions on the df for spatial and autoregressive terms. Mean CV of model B was lower than the sample size-weighted mean of CV of model A fitted to northern and southern China separately, showing that the relatively complex spatial patterns in the effects of D/W\(_i\) depicted by the model indeed support our view.

In this study, we only considered the effects of D/W\(_i\) index of the current year and the previous year. We did so because time lags of climate effects on plague have generally been found to be one year at most (15, 19) and longer time lags may not be biologically plausible. Nevertheless, as an additional test of the robustness of the D/W effects, we tested for significant effects of D/W at other time lags, expecting to find none, given that the plague-D/W association is nonsignificant. Indeed, these additional analyses indicate that other time lags (–5 to 5) have no extra effects on plague intensity after the autocorrelation effects of D/W of the current and previous years are removed (SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4).
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